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Archdiocese of Milwaukee,
To Whom It May Concern,
Below are the facts requested by Nancy Kerns and some other information:
- Our lady of the Vista Chapel is maintained by the Fidziukiewicz Family who lives
very close to the Chapel.
- The Chapel is protected by 12 camera system and fire protection system
monitored 24/7 by commercial monitoring company. All doors have commercial
locks.
- The Chapel has been used exclusively for religious purposes
- Above the Tabernacle is the cross, on the right side of it is the statue of Our
Lady of Fatima – the only statue that survived the fire
- The purification sink - installed in the sacristy
Some other statistics:
- The original chapel was built in 1972 and it was rebuilt in 2020 – two years later
after devastating (2018) chapel fire.
- Holy Mass at the chapel has been celebrated almost every weekend in the off
season and everyday (depending of the priest availability) in the summer season
during family retreats, as it is a focal point of every retreat.
- Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament often takes place in the Chapel
- Chapel is used in 90% by Christian Catholic groups
- Few thousand young people and families use the Vista facility every year
- The Original Chapel was Dedicated by His Excellency, the Most Rev. William E
Cousins, Archbishop of Milwaukee on August 15, 1973. Copy of the original
document that talks about that is in the picture folder.

The past and the present generations of Camp Vista members follow the motto
written by its Founder, Fr. Joseph A. Fischer:
“We invite you to join us in our work of preparing the youth of today for Christian life, in the
fullest sense, as they are the inheritors of the world of tomorrow”.

